
A STUDY OF THE CIRCLE CROSS*

BT

J. L. COOLIDGE

One fundamental characteristic of that discipline which is called by the

vague title of " higher geometry " consists in taking as element, not neces-

sarily a point in two or three dimensional space, but any object which can

be determined by a finite number of parameters. The student of analytic

geometry begins in Cartesian fashion with a point and its coordinates. A

little later line and plane coordinates are introduced, and the student feels

that the content of his subject has been multiplied by two. Further extensions

soon follow, the Pliicker line geometry, the coordinates of a circle or sphere,

the linear line-complex as space element, the projective geometry of n dimen-

sions.   The process is capable of indefinite extension.

In line geometry a very fruitful idea was introduced by Study,t that of

taking as element, not a single line, but a pair of lines called a "cross."

One line of the pair is finite, the other, in general, at infinity, and each plane

through one is perpendicular to the other.   The cross takes a more symmetrical

shape in non-euclidean space where under the previous definition the two

lines are merely mutually polar with regard to the absolute quadric. X   It

is the object of the present paper to extend this concept to circles.   A circle

cross will be composed of a pair of circles so related that every sphere through

one is orthogonal to the other.   In the first section we shall give a number of

preliminary theorems, some well known, concerning the angles of circles.    In

the second we take systems of circles orthogonal to one sphere.   The analogy

to the corresponding problem in non-euclidean line geometry is here so close

as to be almost identity, and we shall give our results with all possible brevity.

In section three we shall discuss circle crosses in general position in space.

The simple analytical treatment of the cross as element does not seem possible

in this case, but a number of interesting results are obtainable.   In the last

section we discuss a new transformation which carries circles into circles,

but not spheres into spheres.   Theorems already familiar are marked with an

accent to the number, as Theorem 2', etc.   Others not so marked are believed

to be new.

• Presented to the Society December 31, 1912.
t Geometrie der Dynamen, Leipzig, 1903.

t See, e. g., the author's Non-Euclidean Geometry, Oxford, 1909.
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§ 1.    The Angles of Circles.

We shall take as our domain what may be called a perfect pentaspherical

continuum, i. e., a set of objects called points in one-to-one correspondence

with all sets of values of five non-simultaneously vanishing coordinates *

a-o : xi : x2 :x3 : x4

connected by the identical relation

(1) Elia(Ml) = 0.
i

A sphere (y) will be given by a relation

0... 4

(2) HviX¡m(yx) = 0;
i

and we regard the coefficients yo, ■ • • y i as the coordinates of this sphere.

When (y) satisfies the fundamental identity (1) the sphere is said to be null,

and the point (y) is called its vertex. We thus use the same notation for

point and sphere coordinates, the point being considered merely as the vertex

of a null sphere.   The angle of two not null spheres ( .r ) and ( y ) will be

(3) 0=cos-' {XV)
V(xx)V(yy)'

Every conformai transformation of our space will be given by an orthogonal

substitution in our coordinates ( x ).

Suppose that we have four spheres (x) (y) (x') (y'). The coordinates

of their common orthogonal spheres are given by the four-rowed deter-

minants pr, = | xj yK x'i y'm |. This is indeterminate when, and only when,

the four spheres are linearly dependent. Assuming that no two of them

are identical, this means that some sphere through the circle determined by

(a;) (y) is also a sphere through a circle of (a;') (y').

Theorem 1': The necessary and sufficient condition that two circles should

have more than one common orthogonal sphere is that they should be cospherical.

Theorem 2': If a circle be cospherical with each of two others which are not

cospherical with one another, it is orthogonal to their common orthogonal sphere.

This second theorem comes at once from the fact that if two spheres be

orthogonal to a third, so is their circle of intersection.

Through each not null circle will pass two distinct null spheres. Their

vertices are called the foci of the circle and serve to determine it; the circle

is the locus of points of intersection of isotropic lines through the foci.    Every

* The earliest systematic treatment of pentaspherical coordinates was that of Darboux,

Sur une classe remarquable de courbes et de surfaces, 1873.
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sphere through the foci of a not null circle cuts it orthogonally, every sphere

orthogonal to such a circle passes through its foci. If two circles be so related

that the first lies on a sphere through the foci of the second, then a sphere

through the second and one focus of the first is orthogonal to the given sphere,

and so contains the second focus of the first:

Theorem 3' : // two circles be so related that one is orthogonal to a sphere

through the other, then the second is orthogonal to a sphere through the first.

Two such circles are said to be in involution.

Theorem 4' : The necessary and sufficient condition that two cospherical circles

should be in involution is that they should intersect orthogonally.

The proof given above for theorem 3' holds when one circle lies on more

than one sphere orthogonal to the other, i. e., when it contains the foci of

the latter.

Theorem 5': If two circles be so related that two spheres through one are ortho-

gonal to the other, then every sphere through either circle is orthogonal to the other

circle and the foci of each lie on the other.

Two distinct circles which bear the relation of the last theorem are said to

be in bi-involution* The figure which they form shall be called a proper

cross. If a circle be null, consisting of two distinct isotropic lines, any circle

orthogonal to the pencil of tangent spheres through the null circle will be

in bi-involution with the null circle; together they shall be said to form an

improper cross of the first sort. If a null circle consist of two identical iso-

tropic lines, every sphere through it is null; it will be in bi-involution with

itself, and be said to form an improper cross of the second sort. The following

theorem is immediate.

Theorem 6: There is a single circle in bi-involution with a given circle and

orthogonal to any given not null sphere which is orthogonal to the given circle.

Theorem 7': The necessary and sufficient condition that two cospherical not

null circles should intersect orthogonally is that they should be in involution.

Theorem 8: A circle cospherical with both-circles of a proper cross cuts them

both orthogonally.

This is an immediate result of 2' and the definition of circles in bi-involution.

We proceed to investigate how many circles there are, cospherical and orthogonal

to each of two given not null circles. Let the first be given by its foci (x) (y)

while the second has foci ( x' ) ( y' ). A circle cospherical and orthogonal to

both shall be determined by the spheres \ (x) + p. (y), X' (a;') + pi (y').

Since mutually perpendicular spheres are harmonically separated by the

null spheres whose vertices are their foci, our two spheres above are orthogonal

* The term " involution " and " bi-involution " are taken from an admirable article by

Koenios, Contributions à la théorie du cercle dans l'espace," Annales de la Faculté

des Sciences de Toulouse, vol. 2, 1888.
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to X (x) — u (y), X' (x') — u' (y').   We thus get the equations

XX' (xx') - n¿ (yy') = V (xy') - u\'(yx') = 0.

Eliminating X' :u', we have

X2 (xx') (xy') - u2 (xy') (yx') = 0.

The discriminant of this equation is

l(xx')(yy'){xy')(yx').

Theorem 9: Two not null and non-cospherical circles are cospherical and

orthogonal to two circles of a proper cross, and to no others when, and only when,

no focus of one lies on an isotropic with a focus of the other.

Let us consider these equations in more detail.   If

(a;a;') = 0,       (yy') (xy') (yx') * 0.

The isotropic (x) (a;') is the only circle fulfilling the conditions.    If

(xx') = (yx') = 0,       M' = 0.

Here one circle passes through one focus of the other, and there are oo1 null

circles fulfilling the conditions.   If

(xx"}=(yy') = 0,

each focus of one is on an isotropic with one focus of the other, and the two

circles meet two common generators of their common orthogonal sphere.

These two generators must belong to the same system, as otherwise the circles

would be tangent and cospherical; the circles are said in this case to be para-

tactic.* They are invariant under a one parameter continuous group of

spherical transformations which leave invariant these two isotropic lines,

as well as all those of the other system on the common orthogonal sphere.

Paratactic circles will exist even in the limiting case where this sphere is null,

as we see by inverting two paratactic lines of non-euclidean space.   If

(xx') = (yy')=(yx') = 0,       (xy') * 0,

we have a case essentially like the last but one.   If

(a;a;')= (a^') = (yx') = (yy') = 0.

The circles are in bi-involution and have »2 common cospherical and orthogonal

circles.

* The concept of paratactic circles appears to be new, although coming directly from that

of paratactic or Clifford parallel lines of non-euclidean space. In fact the whole question

of circles cospherical with and orthogonal to two given circles seems never to have been ade-

quately discussed.
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Theorem 10: The necessary and sufficient condition that two circles should

have but one common cospherical and orthogonal circle is that they should be non-

cospherical, and that a single focus of one should be on an isotropic with a single

focus of the other.

Theorem 11: The necessary and sufficient condition that two circles not null

or cospherical should be cospherical and orthogonal to a singly infinite system

of circles is that they should be paratactic, in which case these circles are not null,

or that one focus of the one should be on an isotropic with each focus of the other,

when the oo1 circles are all null.

Theorem 12: The necessary and sufficient condition that two not null circles

should be cospherical and orthogonal to the same two parameter family of circles

is that they should be in biAnvolution.

Two circles are said to be in general position when the only circles cospherical

and orthogonal to them are those of a proper cross. We shall define as the

angles of two circles in general position those formed by the pairs of spheres

through them, and through the two circles cospherical and orthogonal to

them. These angles have definite values in the general case, and in the case

of paratactic circles, otherwise they are null or indeterminate. Reverting

to our previous notations, we have as expressions for our angles

(xx') (xy')

tä\        to   ,      2a     2[(xx')(yy') + (yx')(xy')) (yx') (yy')
(4)   cos'Ox + cos'^-fryjfrV)-.crfiicrffc-   W(a/y0. ■

Theorem 13: The necessary and sufficient condition that two circles should

be paratactic is that their angles should be equal, but not null or indeterminate.

Suppose that we have two paratactic circles, and a third circle cospherical

with both. We assume that the common orthogonal sphere is not null.

The one parameter continuous group under which the paratactic circles are

invariant will carry the third circle into a series of circles cospherical with

the original two. All circles of this series must intersect the same two gener-

ators of the other system of the common orthogonal sphere, since all of these

generators are invariant under the group; hence all circles of the series are

paratactic. They will determine a second one parameter group, and series of

circles containing, among others, the original two paratactic circles. This

same configuration will hold even when the sphere is null, as we see by con-

tinuity, or by inverting the circles into lines. Remembering, lastly, that the

only surfaces which have a double generation by means of circles, Where each

circle of one generation is cospherical with each of the other,,are cyclides,

we have

Theorem 14: Two paratactic circles belong to a singly infinite system of

cyclides each having two conjugate generations made up of paratactic circles.
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§ 2.    Circles Orthogonal to One Sphere*

Let us next turn our attention particularly to those circles which are all

orthogonal to one not null sphere; those orthogonal to a null sphere are ob-

tained by inversion from straight lines. We may freely assume that the fun-

damental sphere is a-6 = 0. We determine each circle of the system then by

its six Pliicker coordinates

PPoi = a-o y> - Xi y0,       ppjk = Xj 2/* - xkyj    (j + 0, k + 0 ).

It is clear that these coordinates, being supposed homogeneous, are unaltered

if (a-) and (y) be replaced by any two of their linear combinations so that

our coordinates depend upon the circle and not on the two particular spheres

through it. Two circles of our system will be cospherical when they have a

common orthogonal sphere other than the fundamental one; the necessary and

sufficient condition for this is

(5) Po\ Î23 + P02 ?31 + P03 qn + P23 901 + P31 902 + Pl2 ?03 =   ( PI Ç )  = 0 .

We have also the fundamental identity

(6) (p/p) = 0.

Conversely we prove exactly as in the Pliicker line geometry that every set

of homogeneous coordinates which satisfy this last identity will correspond to

a single circle orthogonal to our fundamental sphere.

There is a perfect one-to-one correspondence between the circles orthogonal to a

not null sphere and the lines of projective space; cospherical circles corresponding

to intersecting lines. A sphere orthogonal to the fundamental sphere will cor-

respond to a point, a pair of points mutually inverse in the fundamental sphere

will correspond to a plane. A pencil of cospherical circles will correspond to a

pencil of lines, a cyclide anallagmatic in the fundamental sphere will correspond

to a quadric.

When the fundamental sphere is not a plane, and the figures are looked upon

as in euclidean space, this correspondence may be easily effected by referring

each circle to its axis, i. e., the line through its center, orthogonal to its plane.

Two circles ( p ) and ( q ) will be in involution if

(7) 2p,7 9,7=0.

If two circles of our system be in involution, each is cospherical with that

circle which is orthogonal to the fundamental sphere, and in bi-involution

with the other, and conversely.    The circle of our system in bi-involution

* For an analytic treatment of this topic see the dissertation of Forbes: The Geometry of

Circles Orthogonal to a Given Sphere, New York, 1904. Synthetically by C. L. E. Moore:

Circles Orthogonal to One Sphere, Annals of Mathematics, Series 2, vol. 8, 1907.
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with ( p ) will thus have the coordinates

(8) p'oi = PPjk,       p'jk = PPoi-

The necessary and sufficient condition that two circles of our system should be

cospherical and orthogonal is

(p/q) = Sp,y?i, = 0.

The only circles in involution with themselves are null circles; the condition

here is

The fundamental invariant of two not null circles is the product of the cosines

of their angles;* this, by (4), has the value

(9) /(„,)- cos 0i cos fc-^*^-.

The necessary condition that two circles should be paratactic is

(io) l[(p/?)+sp0?i,]2-spls?U|[(p/ï)-2^^]2-2^2^l = o-

A system of circles orthogonal to our fundamental sphere and satisfying an

equation of the type

(11) 2o«, pij = 0

is called a " linear complex."   If

(a/a) = 0

the complex is special, and is composed of the assemblage of all circles cospher-

ical with a given circle, if not we have a rather more complicated system.

The circles orthogonal to our fundamental sphere, and in bi-involution with

those of our complex (11) belong to a second linear complex, whose equation is

(12) (a/p) = 0.

The congruence of circles common to these two (in the general case where

equations (11) and (12) are not equivalent to one another) are all cospherical

with the two circles

Xao; + uaiK,

(\2 + u2) (a/a) + 2\pEa2j = 0.

Our linear complex shall be said to be general when these two are distinct.

We call them (a) and (a') and note that they are in bi-involution, since

* This invariant is due to Koenigs, loc. cit., p. 79, i. e., he gives the same analytic form,

but a different interpretation. A neat interpretation as the cosine of a single angle has recently

been found by Mr. David Barrow of Harvard University.
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equations (11) and (12) are merely interchanged when each Pliicker coordi-

nate is replaced by its complementary.   We also see that we may write

an = Xa.y + pMki,       a'ij = \akl + ua»,

I (a'p) _ X (a Ip) + pSajjpa

I (ap)      X2a„- pn + p. (a / p) "

If, therefore, (p) be a line of our linear complex, we have

I (a'p) = X = _ Zo^+ V(S¿?y)2-(a/a)2

/(ap)   '" m (a/a)

Theorem 15: The general linear complex of circles orthogonal to a not null

sphere is composed of all circles whose fundamental invariants with the two circles

of a proper cross orthogonal to the sphere bear to one another a fixed ratio whose

square is not unity and, conversely, every such assemblage is a linear complex.

The circles (a) and (a!) are called the axial circles of the complex, our

theorem will hold even when the fundamental sphere is null, as we see by

continuity, or by inversion from the non-euclidean line geometry.*

We shall confine our discussion in the present section to the general linear

complex and not enter into any special case except the following.   If

a0i = pajk,       a ¡i = paoi,       p2 = 1,

and if we put
q'ij = (a I a) ?,-/ - 2 (2a,7 g.y) a,y ,

where (?) is any circle orthogonal to the fundamental sphere, but not be-

longing to our complex, then

(a/c) = 2a,/,       Sa'J= (o/a)»2&.

misi i
Kq/P)

If we choose our coordinate system so that the axial circles are x0 = x\ = 0;

xt = xt = 0 our complex becomes

«01 POI + «23 PiZ •

If a general linear complex be given, the axial circles are given, the converse

is not true.   We may, in fact, replace our complex (a) by (a!), where

ttij = Xa,,- + pMti.

The equations to determine the axial circles are replaced by simple linear

combinations of themselves, and the axial cross is as before.   We are thus led

* See the author: The Metrical Aspect of the Line-Sphere Transformation, these Trans-

actions, vol. 12, 1911.
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to a simple set of coordinates for this cross *

ûo» + «tjk = pXi,       a0¡ — ajk = <rXi.

If a general linear complex be given, the triads of separately homogeneous

coordinates are immediately found, and it is easily seen that they are merely

affected by constant multipliers if the complex be replaced by another with

the same axial circles. Conversely, when we have the two sets of separately

homogeneous coordinates (X) (X) with the limitation

(SZÎ) (SZ?) =1= 0,
the linear complex

2oo¿ = Xi + Xi,       2ajK = Xi — Xi

will be a general complex, whose axial cross has the coordinate values ( X ) ( X ).

Theorem 16: The assemblage of all proper crosses orthogonal to a not null

sphere may be put into one to one correspondence with the assemblage of all pairs

of points of two projective planes not lying on two specified conies, one in each plane.

We may, with a little ingenuity, extend our correspondence so as to include

points of these exiled conies, we shall not however pause to do so here. If

two circles have the coordinates (a) and (b), we shall find

"Zaijbij ,        . (a/b)
cos öi cos 02 =     ——   ,==,       sin öi sin 02 =

« ^ 2AtA< ZiXiXi
cos(0i±02) =77=î7^=ï.       cos(0, =f02) =

The condition that two proper circles shall be cospherical, or that each should

be cospherical with the circle of our system in bi-involution with the other is

2¿JL % Ji. i 2*2L % Ji. x

vzxWvrr   ^ryzx?'

Two circles orthogonal to our fundamental sphere are cospherical and or-

thogonal if

(13) ZXtX-ZXi Ji-0.

It will be convenient to say in the present case that the two crosses intersect

orthogonally.   The necessary conditions for parataxy become

Lzkr,| JLzU,r,|J-°-
* See the author's Non-Euclidean Geometry, cit. Ch. XII.   The developments of the present

section follow so closely those previously established that we give them here in all brevity.
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The necessary and sufficient conditions are thus

pX\ = Xi   or   aX'i = Xi.

The simplest one parameter families of circle crosses are those whose co-

ordinates are linearly dependent upon those of two fixed crosses,

(14) Xi = \Yi + p.Zj,       Xi=\Yi + uZi.

These are the axial complexes of the pencil of linear complexes

an = \bij + pen.

These families fall under one of two decidedly different types.

(a) pYi^Zi,       aYi^Zi.

Here all circles of the series are paratactic. Let us determine ( X' ) from the

equations

2Ä-; y, = 2z; z, = o,
then

2X'tXi=0.

On the other hand if ( X' ) merely satisfy the equations

2F,z; = 0

the crosses (X') (X') generate a similar system, and every cross (X) (X)

cuts every cross (X') (X') orthogonally. The circles of our series generate

a cyclide.

pYi + Zi,      o-Yi^Zi,

(b) Ui - y, zk - Yk z¡,     üi = -y, zk - Yk z¡,

Z(7,X, = 2Í7,Z, = 0.

All crosses of our series cut one fixed cross orthogonally. The surface so

generated, even in degenerate cases, shall be a called a pseudo-cylindroid.*

It has one general and very fundamental property. Suppose that we have

an analytic congruence of circles orthogonal to our fundamental sphere

Xi = Xi (uv),       Xt = X( (uv).

Let us further assume

du  dv #0,
• dxdx

du  dv + 0.

This means that our circles can not all be assembled into one parameter

families of paratactic circles.    We mean by a circle in general position in

our congruence one whose coordinates will not make the left sides of the above

• From the analogous figure in line-geometry, the euclidean or non-euclidean cylindroid.
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expressions vanish.    We have

Theorem 17: // an analytic congruence of circles be given orthogonal to one

sphere, whose members can not be all assembled into one parameter paratactic

families, and if a circle be taken in general position in such a congruence, then

the circles cospherical and orthogonal to this and to the infinitely near circles of

the congruence will generate a pseudo-cylindroid.

It is time to hunt for a canonical form for our pseudo-cylindroid. We may

take for the cross which all cut orthogonally

(1 00) (100).

Two crosses of the series will intersect orthogonally, we have but to solve the

equations

XX' 2 Y i Y i + ( V + A' ) 2 Y i Zi + uu' 2Z, Z,

= XX' 2F, Yi + ( V + u\') 2Yi Zi + uu' VZi ¿i = 0.

Eliminating X' : /*', we get a quadratic in X : u; its discriminant is the

simultaneous invariant of

2X? = 0,       2JJ = 0,

when these are written as quadratics in X : u. When our crosses have real

coordinates the roots of each of these two quadratic equations are conjugate

imaginary pairs of values, and two such pairs can not separate one another

harmonically; hence the simultaneous invariant can not vanish, and there

are usually two distinct crosses of the series cutting one another orthogonally.

Taking these for ( 0 1 0 ) ( 0 1 0 ) and ( 0 0 1 ) ( 0 0 1 ) we may reduce the equa-
tions of our series to

pXi = aXi = 0,        pX2 = ßX2,        pX3 = yX3    (a,ß, y, const.).

To find the point equation of the surface let (p) be the Pliicker coordinates

of a circle of one of our crosses;

Pol = P23 = 0,

ß (P02 - P3l) (P03 + Pl2) = 7 (P03 - Pl2) (P02 + P3l) •

A point ( x ) will be on this circle if

x2 P02 + x3 P03 = x0 P02 + xi pa = 0.

Eliminating from these equations and the identity (6) we have

ß (X0 X2 + X3 Xi) (X0 X3 + Xi X2) + y (X3 Xi — X0 X2) (Xi X2 — x0 x3) = 0.

Theorem 18: The non-degenerate pseudo-cylindroid is a surface of the eighth

order.
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Among congruences of crosses the most interesting is the chain congruence

which consists of crosses whose coordinates are linearly dependent on three of

their number, or the axial crosses of a net of linear complexes. We write

in this case

(15) Xi = aYi + bZi + cTi,      X, = aYt + bZ\ + eft.

Various sub-cases must be noticed.

(a) | YZT\ = | YZT\ = 0.

Assuming that we have surely a two parameter family of crosses, the first

minors can not all vanish in either of these determinants. We have the

congruence of crosses cutting a given cross orthogonally,

(b) \jzt\ = o,     |yzr|4=o,

Ti = \Yi + pZi,      Xi = (a + cX) Yt + (b + qi) Zt.
If

a-\- c\     p
—-= - = const.
t>+ cu     q

bp — aq
c = -r-

qk- pp.'

x,.VY,+qz„ *-*-[*.-5íy+»[*+j5£y-

The crosses may be grouped into paratactic generations of oo1 cydides.

(c) | yzt\ -i yzr| 4=0.

Solving the equations (15) for a, b, c, we have

(16) pXi = 2, an Xj.

The crosses intersecting orthogonally pairs of crosses of our congruence will

generate the conjugate congruence which is of like structure,

(17) trUi-HjAaUi.

The relation between these two congruences is reciprocal, each is made up of

the crosses intersecting orthogonally pairs of crosses of the other. Let us see

if we can find any crosses which belong simultaneously to the two conjugate

congruences.   For such an one

rXi = 2/ 6,7 Xj.

These equations will yield a cubic equation in r. Let us say that the chain

congruence is general when this equation has three distinct roots. Each

root gives a cross common to the two congruences, the common perpendicular
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to each two of these crosses must be the third.   Each two must intersect

orthogonally.   We may then take them as the basis of our coordinate system,»

namely the crosses

(ioo)(ioo),     (oioxoio),     (ooixooi).

The general chain congruence and its conjugate will then appear in the canonical

form

pXi = a,- Xi,       <rUi = at Ui,
(18)

ai02a3(ai — at) (at — at) (a3 — ai) 4= 0.

The condition that two crosses of our conjugate congruences should be

cospherical or that one should be cospherical with the circle in bi-involution

with the other is

2?7iXlTl/2a7A7î^2^- U\± v'2Z? VW\ 1 = 0.

If the first factor vanish, then the cospherical circles cut orthogonally, as do

their mates. If the second factor vanish, one circle of each cross of the first

congruence for which

?2a,Zj = p2Z?

is cospherical with one circle of each cross of the second congruence for which

p2--?7f = ff2í7?.
a»

Theorem 19: The circles of a general chain congruence cospherical with a

circle of the conjugate congruence and orthogonal to it generate a pseudo-cylindroid,

those which are cospherical but not orthogonal to such a circle generate a cyclide;

the conjugate generation of this cyclide belongs to the conjugate congruence.

If a cyclide have our fundamental sphere as one of its spheres of inversion,

it is clear that the circles of either corresponding generation can be rationally

expressed in the form

Xi = f Y i + 2<Zi + Ti,        Xi=? Yi + 2tZi + t.

Theorem 20: The circles cospherical and orthogonal to pairs of circles of one

generation of a cyclide generate a chain congruence which includes the conjugate

generation of the same cyclide.

Taking the equation of our general chain congruence in the form (16) we

may assume that the sphere a;0 = 0 bears no special relation to the congruence.

All circles of this sphere satisfy the relation

Xi = pXi.

Substituting in (16) we have a cubic in p.
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Theorem 21 : Three circles of a general chain congruence lie on an arbitrary

sphere orthogonal to the fundamental sphere, and three also of the conjugate

congruence. The triangles formed by the first three circles are polars to those

formed by the second three.

Our congruence is made up of pairs of circles in bi-involution. If a circle

lie on a sphere orthogonal to the fundamental sphere, its mate passes through

the foci of the circle common to these two spheres.

Theorem 22 : Through each pair of .points which are mutually inverse with

regard to the fundamental sphere will pass three circles of a general chain congru-

ence, and three of the conjugate congruence. Each circle of one triad cuts two of

the other orthogonally.

§ 3.    Circles in Space.

We may determine a circle in general position in pentaspherical space by

Plücker coordinates exactly as we did in the special case when it was orthogonal

to a given sphere, albeit the formulae are somewhat more complicated in the

general case. If our circle be given by the spheres (x) and (y), we shall

write

(19) ppij = Xi y¡ - Xj y{.

Of these coordinates there are ten which are essentially distinct, and when we

use the summation sign we shall mean to cover ten only. For some purposes

it is better to let both i and j take any one of the five values, writing the ad-

ditional equations

(20) pn = - Pa,       pa = 0.

It is evident that as the assemblage of all circles depends upon but six param-

eters the Plücker coordinates must be connected by certain identical rela-

tions, and this is the case, for there are five fundamental identities, which

we write at length, largely to establish a convention of sign.

^ß0 (pp)  =  Pl2 PU + Pl3 P42 + Pl4 P23 =  0,

|ñl (pp)  = Poi P43 + P04 P32 + P03 ?24 = 0 ,

(21) 5^2 (PP) = POI P34 + P03 P41 + P04 ?13 = 0 ,

¿ß3 (pp) = Poi Pii + P04 P21 + P02 Pl4 = 0,

£ß4 (PP) = POI P23 + P02 P31 + P03 Pli = 0.

The polarized form for íl¡(pp) shall be written ß, (pq) .* It is clear that

these identities can not all be independent as then we should have but oo4

circles.    In fact if  (p)  be any system of homogeneous values satisfying

* The credit for introducing these coordinates for a circle seems to be due to Stephanos.

See his note Sur une configuration remarquable de quinze cercles dans l'espace, Comptes

Rendus, VoL 93 (1882).
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merely (20) we shall have

(22) Epa-íUmO-O.
n

If Pa 4= 0, every set of values which satisfy

ß* (PP) =  fii (PP)  = ßm (PP)  = 0
will also satisfy

sii(pp) = flXpp) = o.

Every circle will thus have ten homogeneous and distinct coordinates satis-

fying our equations (21). Conversely if any set of homogeneous values, not

all zero be given which satisfy (20) and (21), they will be the Pliicker

coordinates of just one circle. The proof is straightforward, and perfectly

well known.*

It is occasionally advantageous to determine a circle, not by two spheres

through it, but by three spheres to which it is orthogonal. Let these be the

spheres (r) (s) (t). If (u) and (v) be arbitrary spheres, we may imagine

that our circle lies on the spheres ( x ) and ( y ), where

Xi =  | TjSktlUm | , yi =  I TjSktlVm \)

substituting in (19), we get by a well-known theorem in determinants

r*   r,   r,„

(23) Vii = A Sk    Si    sm

tk      U      tm

The condition that the two circles (p) and (q) be in involution is easily

found to be

(24) 2p<iffi,= 0.

We get from the invariant equation (9),

2p¿y?»y

Two circles will be cospherical if

(26) Qi(pq)=0.

The common orthogonal sphere to two non-cospherical circles (p) and (q) is

(27) pn = Qi(pq).

Two spheres will have a common point if this sphere be null, i. e., if

(28) 2«Up?) = 0.

If ( x ) and ( y ) be the foci of ( p ), and ( q ) be in bi-involution therewith, we may

* See, e. g., Koenios, loc. cit.
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write

Xk     Xi     Xm

9a =  yk  yi  ym •

tk      t,      Un

The condition that two circles be in bi-involution is thus

(29) 2„piB?<n = 0.

The necessary condition that two circles be paratactic is
■

[2p^2<¿ + (2p«, g,,)2 - 2ß2 (pq)]2 - 4 (2p</2</)2 2p^2?^.

We see, in fact, that this is an invariant condition for all quinary orthogonal

substitutions, and it reduces to (11) when the common orthogonal sphere is

Xi = 0.

A five parameter family of circles shall be called a hypercomplex. The

simplest type of hypercomplex is the linear one, given by an equation of the

form

(30) 2aiyp,y=0.

As the sphere xt = 0 may be supposed to bear no special relation to this hyper-

complex, we have

Theorem 23'. The circles of a linear hypercomplex orthogonal to an arbitrary

sphere generate a linear complex.

Theorem 24'. The assemblage of all circles in involution with a given circle is

a linear hypercomplex.

The condition that our hypercomplex (30) should be of this latter type is

manifestly
ßi (aa) m 0.

Let us now suppose that this condition is not fulfilled. Our hypercomplex

will have two fundamental invariants of Koenigs which we write

2aJ, = I,       m](aa) = J.

If (30) be rewritten in the form

2a,y (*,&•- Xjy() = 0

then if ( y ) be considered known, the sphere (x) will be orthogonal to the sphere

z» = S «in yn.

It will be found immediately that

2z„ß„ (aa) = (yz) = 0.

The circles of the hypercomplex on an arbitrary sphere are orthogonal to its

I
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intersection with a sphere which is orthogonal to it and to a fixed sphere

r,- = fi,- (aa).

This latter is called the central sphere of the hyper complex. We notice that

(z) disappears when (y) takes the value fl (aa) so that all circles of the

central sphere belong to the hypercomplex. If J 4= 0 we may take as the

central sphere of the hypercomplex a;4 = 0.   We have then

an = 0.

The equation of the hypercomplex becomes then identical with (U); we may

find (a ) and (a' ) as in the last section, and we have the fundamental equations

,,.,        Ka'p) 2af/ + V(2a,-,)2 - (a/a)2 _ - I + Vf» - J
{6i)        I(ap)  " (aja) VJ

We define as general any linear hypercomplex for which

J(P-J) #0.

Theorem 25 : The general linear hypercomplex consists in the assemblage of all

circles whose fundamental invariants with the two circles of a proper cross bear

to one another a fixed ratio whose square is not unity. The common orthogonal

sphere to the two circles of the cross is the central sphere of the hypercomplex.*

We find for our general linear hypercomplex the canonical form

(32) [ J + VFW ] p0i + MJpn = 0.

Let us establish this fundamental theorem in another way, without altering

the coordinate system to fit the given hypercomplex. Assuming always that

our hypercomplex is general we introduce some new symbols as follows:

(33) Aij = fi* (aa) atm + fi{ (aa) a^ + fi» (aa) a«.

We easily reach the following identities with the aid of (22) :

(34) fi, (aA) = Iili.(aa),       fi,- (AA) = Jfy (aa),

'LaiiAij = J,       24*, = IJ.
If, then, we write

ctij = xaij -J- Aij,

fi, (aa) = (x2 + 2a;7+ J) fi, (aa).

Let a¡i and a;2 be the roots of the equation

(35) a^ + 2x7 + / = 0.

* This fundamental property appears to have escaped the notice of previous writers dealing
with the linear hypercomplex.

Tran» Am. Math. Soo. 11
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We have two circles

an = xi a{j + An, a'0 = x2 an + A,¡

2a2, = 2xx (J - I2) Sa'¡ = 2a-2 (J - I2).

For a circle of our given hypercomplex we shall have

«m /(<*»    y^_-/ + V72~^T

Notice also that
^,ai„Qn(aa) = ^Ai„Sl„(aa)
n n

= 2 (alm + ami) ßjß*

= 0;

the two circles (a) (a') are orthogonal to the central sphere.   We have also

2 a<n «in =  0 .
ft

This shows that they are in bi-involution. Our theorem is established again.

We shall call these the axial circles, or circles of the axial cross of the hyper-

complex. We may find oo1 other linear hypercomplexes with the same axial

cross; we have but to write

, 9Aa
an = paij-\--j=-,

ß, (a' a') = (p2 + 2P1-Jj + ?2)«. (aa),

V77=(p2 + 2p«7^+?2)v7,

A'n = (p2 + 2pq-jj+q2)l PAn + ? V7a,,].

The two circles whose coordinates are linear combinations of o,y and An

may be expressed equally well by means of a linear combination of a\¡ and A'(J.

(* + ^)-<*+«•) (* + ^).

82= 1.
I

If, then, we introduce the complex variable

(x + yS),      52=1,

we may thus take the expressions

("+#)
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as homogeneous complex coordinates of our cross, for if we multiply them by

any complex multiplier of the present type, the linear hypercomplex is replaced

by another with the same axial cross. Conversely if a proper cross be given,

there are oo1 linear hypercomplexes having it as axial cross (we have but to

consider the case where the orthogonal sphere is a;4 = 0) and we may find for

it a set of homogeneous complex coordinates of the present type. The only

drawback to these coordinates is that (a) and (A) are not independent vari-

ables.

We must now see what becomes of the axial cross of our linear hypercomplex

when the latter takes certain special forms. Let us first multiply our complex

coordinates by V«7, we get VJa„ 4- Aij o.   Assuming then that

V7=0,       J2-J 4=0.

The central sphere is null, equation (35) has one root x = 0 giving the circle

(A) which by (34) is null ; the other circle of the cross is

a'ij = - 21 a{j + Aij,

and not null; we have an improper cross of the first sort.    Suppose next

I2- J = 0.

The two members of our cross fall together, so that we have an improper

cross of the second sort imbedded in the central sphere, which is null if .7 = 0.

Suppose thirdly that

Aij = pan,       fi,- (aa) + 0.

The equation to determine the axial cross becomes entirely illusory, we have

exactly what we had before in the indeterminate case of the linear complex.

When
Qi(aa) = 0,

the hypercomplex consists of circles in involution with a given circle and the

axial cross has disappeared.

Two proper crosses will have a complex invariant which we may write

We find the interpretation thereof in terms of the circles of the crosses as

follows.    We may replace our hypercomplexes by such other hypercomplexes
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with the same axial crosses that these first invariants I and /' are zero.

■   An ,        . An
an = tan + -t==,      aa = tan — -j=,

ßn = ü>n + -7=,      ß'n = ihn — -7=,

la]j = 2iV7,       2a;' = - 2iV7,

2$, = 2i V7,       2/3;72 = - 2i V7,

I(aß)-I(a'ß') =

r   Bn      An!*'V7J

ÏTVJ'

/(ay)-K^)-       vj^^j.

H = i {[I (aß) - I (a' ß')] + [I (aß') - I (a' ß))S }.

The strict truth is that we may so choose between the two circles of each

cross that this last equation shall be fulfilled.

We pass now to a discussion of the axial crosses of the simplest one and two

parameter families of linear hypercomplexes. The following theorem becomes

evident when we remember that the central sphere of a linear hypercomplex is

Xi = 0 when, and only when a<4 s 0.

Theorem 26: If two general linear hypercomplexes have the same central

sphere, then this is the central sphere of every linear hypercomplex of the pencil

linearly dependent on them. The hypercomplexes of the pencil will either all

have the same axial crosses, or else these crosses will generate a cyclide or pseudo-

cylindroid.

The general case of a pencil of linear hypercomplexes is incredibly harder

to handle.   Let us write

(36) dj = yan + bn,

Qi(aa) + pQi(bb),

ß. (cc) = y2 ß,- (aa) + 2yQ{ (ab) + ß,- (bb).

The central spheres will all pass through two points while their centers (in

euclidean space) will generate a conic. The spheres will thus generate a two-

horn cyclide.   We have the further equations

2c*ij = tfl+2y-2aapn + l',

2ßJ(cc) = y4J + 4y,2ß,(aa)ßi(aA) + 2y2[22ß,(o6) + 2ß,(oo)ß<(66)l
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If (y) be an axial circle
"iij — XCij -J- Vij,

x must be the solution of an equation like (35), namely

a? + 2x[tfl+ 2yZaijbij + 7'] + y* J + 4j/»2fi, (aa) fi< (ab)
(37)

+ 2^[22fi,(ai»)2 + 2fi,(aa)fi,(aí»)] + 4i/2fii(a6)fi,(66) + J' = 0.

Each axial circle of our series will correspond to a pair of values of x and

y satisfying these equations, each such pair of values will give one of our

circles. The two values of x corresponding to the same value of y will give

the two circles of a cross.   If

(2atf6tf)24=2a2y26'„

which we may assume to be the case, we may take

7 = V = 0,

for 7 will vanish for two hypercomplexes of the pencil.   Our equation then takes

the form

(38) (x+ly)2 = f»(y).

Theorem 27 : If two general linear hypercomplexes do not have the same central

sphere the axial circles of a pencil of such hypercomplexes linearly dependent on

them will generate, in general, an elliptic series of circles.

If yij belong to an arbitrary linear hypercomplex

2*ö yij - 0

we have an equation of the type

(ay+b)x+d,W(y)=0.

Eliminating x we get a sextic in y; each y will correspond to but one x.

Theorem 28: Six circles of the series will belong to an arbitrary linear hyper-

complex.

Let us find the order of the surface swept out by the circles. If (z) be a

point on one of our circles

ET»«» =   53 T0nZ„ = 0.
M ft

These will yield two equations

(ay+b)x+<p*(y) = 0,       (a'y + b')x+ <p'&) (y) = 0.

The elimination of x and y between these two and (38) is equivalent to elimina-

ting x y from

(ay + b)x+<p* (y) =(a'y+b')x+ *>'(,) (y) = x2 - *«Hy) = 0.
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These yield the equations

(ay + b)2t«Hy) = [<l>l3)]2,       (ay + b)<b'(V-(a'y+b')<f>™ = 0.

If these latter be satisfied, so are the original three, or else

(ay + b) = <pW = 0.

The resultant of a quartic and a sextic in ( y ) whose coefficients are quadratic

in ( z ) will be an equation of the twentieth degree in ( z ). This will contain

the resultant of a linear and a cubic equation, which is of the fourth degree

in ( z ), as a quadratic factor. We must therefore split off from our expres-

sion of the twentieth degree one of the eighth degree.

Theorem 29: If two linear hypercomplexes have different central spheres,

the axial circles of the pencil of linear hypercomplexes linearly dependent on them

will generate a surface of the twenty-fourth order.

We pass now to the general net of linear hypercomplexes, i. e., those linearly

dependent on three whereof no two have the same central sphere. Here we

have
da = yan + zbn + c{j,

on = xdij + Dn,

x2 + 2x[f 2a2, + z2 26?; + 2yz2a,7 6,7 + 2yZan dj + 2z26¿i c« + 2c2y]

+ ¿<4>(i/z) = 0.
We may, in general, assume that

2a,, = 26?y = 2ao6o = 0.

Our equation takes the reduced form, in homogeneous coordinates

(39) (x+ly + mz)212 + fw(yzt) = 0.

This may be linearly transferred to

x'2t'* - (ay'2 + by't' + a"2)2 + z'f (y'z'f) = 0.

The circles of our axial congruence are in one-to-one correspondence with the

points of a quartic surface which has no singularity except the extremity of

one axis. The really significant feature of this surface is that it is rational and

can be carried over into a cubic surface by a quadratic Cremona transforma-

tion.*

pX = x't' + ay'2 + by't' + ct'2, ax' = XZ - (aY2 + bYT + cT2),

pY=y'z', <ry'=YT,

PZ = z'2, az' = ZT,

PT = z'f, <rt' = T2.

* Cf. Cremona: Sopra un certo superficie di quart'ordine, Collectanea Matemática, Naples,

1881.
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Here it it must be remembered that y' z' t' are linear and homogeneous in

our original yzt. The cubic surface may be expressed parametrically by

putting XYZT as functions quadratic in each of two independent variables

u v.   Hence for our quartic

x=f(uv),       y = tfV (uv),       z = d>f?(uv),      f=d>fs2)(uv).

Now dij is linear and homogeneous in yzt, and the common factor <p may be

struck therefrom, we thus get for the circles of our congruence the parametric

expressions

ôij = f(uv)f)(uv) + <p^(uv).

It must be remembered that here the superscript indicates the degree in u and

v separately, not the total degree.

Theorem 32: 7/ no two linear hypercomplexes of a net have the same central

sphere the coordinates of their axial circles may be expressed as rational functions

of two independent variables each entering to the sixth order; seventy-two of these

circles will belong to two arbitrary linear hypercomplexes.

We find the focal surface of the congruence as follows. A sphere ( z ) will

be orthogonal to a circle ( 8 ) if

L«<»z-£«,■.*» = 0       5'7*0.

We may for an arbitrary ( z ) surely choose i and j so that these three con-

ditions are satisfied. The equation which we desire is obtained by equating

to zero the tact-invariant of these looked upon as two curves in the uv plane.

The order of this in the coefficients of one of the curves is the number of free

intersections of this curve with the Jacobian of the two given curves and a

third of the same structure.* Each of our curves is of the twelfth order with

a sextuple point at the end of each axis. The Jacobian is of the thirty-third

order, but contains u and v only to the seventeenth order; it has therefore a

point of the sixteenth order at the extremity of each axis. The Jacobian inter-

sects each curve three hundred ninety-six times, but one hundred ninety-two

intersections are at the ends of the axes; there remain two hundred four free

intersections; this is therefore the order of the tact invariant in the coefficients

of each curve, or one half of its order in ( z ).

Theorem 33 : The axial circles of a general net of linear hypercomplexes

envelop a surface of the order eight hundred sixteen.

There is more satisfaction in finding the order of such a surface than in

seeking its equation.

The general cubic surface contains twenty-seven straight lines, and these

transform into parabolas of the quartic surface. The plane of each of these

parabolas will meet the quartic in a second parabola with a parallel axis.

There was one parabola common to all the homaloidal paraboloids of the

* Cf. Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, third ed., p. 81.
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Cremona transformation, and another in its plane. Beyond these fifty-six

there are no parabolas on the quartic* Each of these may be expressed in

the form

x=4>(2)(s),        y = (as+b) (aiSi + bi),        z = (as + b) (a2s + &,),

t = (as + b) (a3s + b3) .

We see that d,/ is linear, and Sn cubic in *.

Theorem 34: The congruence contains fifty-six surfaces of the twelfth order.

§ 4. An Involutory Cirde Transformation.

If two non-cospherical circles ( p ) and ( q ) be given, there will be just one

circle orthogonal to their common orthogonal sphere, and in bi-involution

with (p). The coordinates of this sphere are ß,- (pq) ; we wish for the circle

orthogonal to this and to the two null spheres ( x ) and ( y ) whose vertices

are the foci of (p). The circle required will thus, by (23), have the Pliicker

coordinates

Xk       Xi      Xm

Pa = y*   yi   y*

ß*      ßj      ßm

(40) Pn = p¡m ß* (pq) + p„k ßi (pq) + Pki ßm (pq) •

If a fundamental circle (?) be given, then each circle (p) not cospherical

with it will correspond in an involutory way to a circle (P), the relation

between the two being that they are in bi-involution, and their common or-

thogonal sphere is orthogonal to ( q ). Another way of stating this is to say

that (P) is the circle through the foci of (p) orthogonal to the sphere through

those foci and the foci of the fundamental circle. The relation of (p) to (P)

is involutory. The most striking feature about this transformation, however,

is that it does not carry cospherical circles into cospherical circles, t We find

in fact

SL(PP') =

0

0

xm

yi

0

Xi

y i

r
x,

y*

Qi(pq)

Xj

Vi
t

Xj

y'i

Qj (pq)

xk

yk

Xk

y'k

ö*(p?)

SL(p'q)    ili(p'q)    Qs(fq)   ß*(p'?)

Xl

yi

Xi

y'i

Qi(pq)

Qi(p'q)

•Em

ym

0

0

a»(w)
o

'Cremona, loc. cit., p. 418.
t Previous writers do not seem to have noticed circle transformations which were not also

sphere transformations. It is the more remarkable that the first of these to be studied should

be involutory.
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Assuming that (p) and (p') are cospherical so that fi,- (pp') = 0, we have

ÏL (PP') = 2 [fi, (pq) nm(p'q)-Slm(pq)Ql(p'q)]

[ Pjk pLi +  Pki p'mj + Pij p'mk ]

+ ~2[Qj(pq)Qk(p'q) - fi* (pq) Qj (p'q)] [p'miPim - Pmip'im].

This will vanish for all values of m and for all pairs of cospherical circles when

fi,(pfl) ^Qi(p'q).

Theorem 35: The transformation which carries each circle not cospherical with

a fundamental circle into the circle in bisinvolution with it, and orthogonal to the

sphere which is orthogonal to it and to the fundamental circle, is single valued and

involutory, but will in general carry cospherical circles into cospherical circles

when, and only when, the common sphere is orthogonal to the fundamental circle.

It will be found also that the properties of involution and bi-involution are

not invariant under the transformation, neither is it usually a contact trans-

formation .

Suppose that ( p ) traces a pencil of circles including one that is cospherical

with (qj); we shall have
Pij = \Aij + uBij.

When no member of the pencil is cospherical with (q) we have

Pij = \2 Rij + 2\u Aij-{-a2 Si}.

All of these circles are orthogonal to the sphere generated by the pencil.

There are but three conditions imposed upon a circle orthogonal to this sphere

to require it to be cospherical with all of the circles of this system.

Theorem 36: A pencil of circles containing one member cospherical with the

fundamental circle is transformed into another such pencil; a pencil of circles

containing no such member is transformed into one generation of a cyclide anaUag-

matic in the sphere generated by the given pencil.

It would be pleasant if the circles of the pencil cospherical and orthogonal

to the first transformed into the conjugate generation of the same cyclide;»

such is not, however, the case. We find the transforms of the circles of a

sphere which does not contain (?) as follows. Let us take as the sphere

Xi = 0, which we may assume has no special relation to (q); (p) will have

only those coordinates which have a subscript 4, P will lack all coordinates

with this subscript, so that ( P ) is orthogonal to that sphere. We find also,

in the notation of section 2, that (P¡ q) = 0.

Theorem 37: The circles of a sphere not containing the fundamental circle

are transformed into the circles orthogonal to that same sphere and cospherical

with the circle which meets it orthogonally in the same points as the fundamental

circle.
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This theorem will hold by continuity even when the sphere is null. If the

circles on the given sphere be orthogonal to a fixed circle one more linear con-

dition is imposed on ( P ). If two conditions of this type be imposed upon

(P) we have, by (36), one generation of a cyclide, hence

Theorem 38 : The circles of a sphere which does not contain the fundamental

circle which cut orthogonally a fixed circle of that sphere will be transformed into

circles cospherical with two fixed circles orthogonal to that sphere.

Suppose that we have a system of circles through two points. Their foci

trace the circle whose foci are these two points, and any two points of this

circle are foci of a circle through the original two points.

Theorem 39: The circles through two fixed points, not on the fundamental

circle, are transformed into the circles through each pair of points of the circle

whose foci are the fixed points, orthogonal in each case to the sphere connecting

the two required points with the foci of the fundamental circle.

Theorem 40 : The circles orthogonal to a sphere which does not contain the

fundamental circle are transformed into the circles through pairs of points of this

sphere, orthogonal in each case to the sphere connecting the pairs of points with the

foci of the fundamental circle.

Let us find the transforms of all circles which are cospherical with a given

circle (r). Since (p) and (r) are cospherical, their foci are coneyclic;

( p ) transforms into the circle through its foci, orthogonal to the sphere con-

taining them and the foci of ( q ). If we take an arbitrary sphere through the

foci of ( q ), the points thereon coney clic with the foci of ( r ) are corresponding

points in the inversion whose fundamental sphere is the sphere through (r)

orthogonal to the sphere in question.

Theorem 41 : The circles cospherical with a given circle not cospherical nor in

bi-involution with the fundamental circle are the circles orthogonal to each sphere

through the foci of the fundamental circle at pairs of points which are mutually

inverse in the sphere through the given circle and orthogonal to the sphere in question.

When ( q ) and ( r ) are cospherical, every circle through the foci of ( r ) lies

on a sphere through the foci of ( q ).

Theorem 42 : The circles cospherical with a circle which is cospherical with

the fundamental circle transform into the circles in involution with the given circle

and with the circle containing the foci of the given and the fundamental circle.

Harvaro University,

Cambridge, Mass.,

June, 1912.


